Chapter 2.
neer flights 19114, before WWI
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Norway's first airmail, per aircraft, flown 2 October 1911 in Trondheim and a few newspapers were thrown out of the plane

Photo of how the l st page of the newspaper "Tidens Tegn" looked
like, who flew over Trondheim 2 October 1911. The newspaper was
then thrown out of the aircraft by the pilot Carl Cederstrom .
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The shown newspaper is flown over the Norwegian city of Trondheim by the pilot Carl Cederstrom 2 October 1922, and is thrown out of the aircraft over the city.
This is the only known newspaper-wrapper where the original newspaper remains.
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In autumn 1911, the Swedish pilot Carl Cederstrom made several demonstration flights in different Norwegian cities, in cooperation with the Norwegian newspaper
"Ti dens Tegn". The last flight was in Trondheim 2 October 1911. With this last flight took pilot Cederstrom with a few pieces of newspaper, which was wrapped in a
specially printed newspaper wrapper. Carl Cederstrom flew his aircraft ''Nordstjarnan" and threw out the newspapers over Trondheim.
On the newspaper-wrapper there was the text; "Tidens Tegn. The first air mail in Norway. Thrown out from "Nordstjdrnan " by baron Cederstrom - about 500 meters
above Trondhjem. The finders are kindly requested to place it in the nearest mail box ". All the papers were franked with 10 ore and stamped in Trondheim, October
3, 1911, all were addressed to Norwegian or Swedish addressees.

Invitation card, from the newspaper "Tidens Tegn", to attend the aviator Baron
Cederstroms air show in Trondheim 2 October 1911 . Probably the only known
existing invitation card.

This was the first air mail in Norway, with aircraft, and the fourth in the world. (India, Denmark and England were ahead of Norway with airmail per aircraft.)

Three newspaper-wrappers are known from this flight, bur only one (1) with the original newspaper

